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BBB Anthology Tricks & Treats
BBB PUBLISHINGS LLC ANTHOLOGY CONTRIBUTION CONTRACT TERMS:
By signing this contract, I agree with everything below and that the work submitted
to BBB Publishings LLC (Sosha Ann and Nichol Smith) is my original creation, and
is currently unpublished and that I currently own all rights to this story.
A. In exchange for inclusion in the anthology, I grant the stories rights to BBB
Publishings LLC (Sosha Ann and Nichol Smith) – All rights, in perpetuity,
throughout the universe, in all languages, and in all media now known or
hereafter devised.
B. I understand that, for liability reasons, BBB Publishings LLC (Sosha Ann and
Nichol Smith) may refuse to include my work in the anthology if any part of it
is found to be against existing copyright or other existing laws. I understand I
will receive one chance to amend my story to comply with the law before my
story is removed from the anthology.
C. I understand that the Tricks & Treats Anthology will be listed solely in the
Kindle Unlimited program with Amazon for a period of 90 days. After a
period of 90 days, I will have all the rights of my book back and can
rerelease it as a separate book. Or have the option to leave it in the
Anthology. Paperbacks will be available upon request.
D. I understand that all royalties will be equally divided among the contributing
authors after BBB Publishings LLC takes a 10% fee to cover paypal fee’s
and Anthology upkeep.
E. Regular promotion of the Anthology is expected by all participating authors
to maximize exposure and success. Authors can have their Personal
Assistants or street teams promote but each author still needs to post the
minimum three times per week.
F. I understand that I, the Author, will be responsible for posting on social
media about the anthology at least three times a week. This does not include
takeovers, comments on pimp page posts, and blog page giveaway posts. I
will also tag BBB Publishings LLC, Sosha Ann, or Nichol Smith PA Or I will
use the designated Hashtags so the post can be found.
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G. I agree to add my promo links to the doc that is provided by BBB Publishings
LLC for my promo posts and that I will have two warnings before I am
removed from all anthologies without the possibility of getting my buy-ins
back.
H. If something comes up, I will message Sosha Ann or Nichol Smith PA so
they know ahead of time the posts won’t be going up. No warning will be
given in that instance.
I. In exchange for my inclusion in this anthology, I understand that I have paid
BBB Publishings LLC (Sosha Ann and Nichol Smith) a buy-in to be used for
publishing expenses including cover design and marketing.
J. I understand that if something comes up, I will have to find someone to take
my spot to get a refund on the buy-in and must give BBB Publishings LLC at
least 8 weeks' notice.
K. I understand that my inclusion in the anthology obligates me to participate in
whatever advertising the authors included in the anthology vote is needed to
ensure the success of the anthology. Examples- Promotional giveaways,
Release day Plans, Newsletter swaps, Interacting on the other authors’
posts...etc.
L. I also understand that BBB Publishings may have to make last minute
changes to my story. Such as fixing errors...etc.
M. I agree not to share anything about the set until BBB Publishings allows it.
As the groups have confidential information, only the authors are allowed
into the groups.
N. I understand that if I refuse to do any of the advertising that the anthology
obligates, I will be removed from that anthology without getting the buy-in
back.
O. I also agree to use any of the requirements that BBB Publishings LLC has
set for the anthology. Such as, required themes, locations, character types,
etc.
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Failure to comply with any of this will result in immediate removal from all current
anthologies and upcoming ones as well. In these cases, buy ins will not be given
back.

Story Title: ____________________________________

Printed name: ______________________

Signature: __________________________________

Date: _________________________________________

